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About This Game

Criminals are sent to atone for their sins in the ancient forest. Here they will be hunted down by a terrible monster, a sacrifice to
appease the wrath of god. You were 5d3b920ae0
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A beautiful looking game. It unfortunately has very clunky controls/keyboard mapping. Enemies are too hard for the
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unresponsive controls. It feels like it wants to have the difficulty of something like dark souls but the mechanical polish isn't
quite there. I will end up watching a Let's Play of this game because I couldn't get passed the awkward combat.. Astoundingly
beautiful game and honestly shaping up to be one of the absolute best games in the action-adventure genre that I've played in
years! They simply don't make them like this anymore, except that they do now! There's plenty of challenge in this title and will
likely not make you dissapointed if you're looking for just that. Had originally intended to sit down with this for 30 minutes up
to an hour on my first run but just couldn't let it go. Suddenly 8 hours had passed and the game is still enchanting.. We reviwed
the game on our Youtube channel so if you dont know if you should buy it or not check the video out maybe it will help you
here is the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNsPt98MHA. We reviwed the game on our Youtube channel so if you
dont know if you should buy it or not check the video out maybe it will help you here is the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNsPt98MHA. Astoundingly beautiful game and honestly shaping up to be one of the
absolute best games in the action-adventure genre that I've played in years! They simply don't make them like this anymore,
except that they do now! There's plenty of challenge in this title and will likely not make you dissapointed if you're looking for
just that. Had originally intended to sit down with this for 30 minutes up to an hour on my first run but just couldn't let it go.
Suddenly 8 hours had passed and the game is still enchanting.. what a crappy game!!! the visual is good but the gameplaying?
slow and hard battles and the settings for the controls are u2665u2665u2665u2665ed up! you cant change for exampel attack to
the mouse.. Very fun and addicted game, you just want to keep on exploring since there are so many ways and I need those
skulls to buy better weapons ^^, plus it's not that easy either which is good imo, since I dont like games that you just complete in
a few hours with a character that can take several hits without even seen your health bar drop.. what a crappy game!!! the visual
is good but the gameplaying? slow and hard battles and the settings for the controls are u2665u2665u2665u2665ed up! you cant
change for exampel attack to the mouse.. Still only in the beginning. Graphics have a nice feel to them and story is so far small
but intriguing. * Update First had problems with my xbox controller. After restarting the game it now detected and configured
my wireless xbox controller without problems. Don't know what the issue was. The game is certainly more enjoyable using a
controller. * Update 02-12 Played a bit more. Game becomes even better as you get better.. A beautiful looking game. It
unfortunately has very clunky controls/keyboard mapping. Enemies are too hard for the unresponsive controls. It feels like it
wants to have the difficulty of something like dark souls but the mechanical polish isn't quite there. I will end up watching a
Let's Play of this game because I couldn't get passed the awkward combat.
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